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Navigating Ahead  

Maritime Cyprus  

13 – 16 September 2015 – Limassol – Cyprus  

The “Maritime Cyprus” Conference has been established as a biennial event in Cyprus and it is organised 

by the Ministry of Communications and Works and the Department of Merchant Shipping in cooperation 

with the Cyprus Shipping Chamber and the Cyprus Union of Shipowners. The Maritime Cyprus 

Conference has grown into one of the world’s most significant shipping conferences. Its status now gives 

it a prominent position in the calendar of many shipping executives of the industry, including, owners, 

managers, and delegates from other shipping organisations. 

The main theme of the “Maritime Cyprus 2015” Conference, which is the 14th, since it was first 

established in 1989, is Shipping: “Game Change”. As the theme suggests, the Conference will be focused 

on the crucial matters concerning the international shipping industry. The issues that will be discussed 

include policy and regulatory matters and the forthcoming changes in the international shipping 

scenery, economic matters, environmental matters and their interaction with technology, geopolitical 

and energy developments and forecasting for the recovery of the economy and for the freight markets. 

The conference will be officially opened by H.E. the President of the Republic of Cyprus Mr. Nicos 

Anastasiades. Distinguished guests such as, the Secretary-General of the International Maritime 

Organization, the Commissioner in charge of Transport of the European Commission and other 

personalities of the International Shipping scene will address the conference.  

Attracting the elite of global shipping the conference is expected to be attended by more than 1,000 

people from Cyprus and abroad. 

 

Source: www.mcw.gov.cy 

 

Maritime Cyprus Conference week is here once more. 

Hoping for your understanding in shortening this issue.  

We promise to bring you the usual newsletter in December. 


